Galatians 5:22
Somewhere in New York
it started from the pages in a book
and Faith was all it took
the ideals were shook,
or rather put into motion
a direct assault on the notion
that Black, Hispanics and Native
American women can not unite
but would rather yell and fight.
Look at what an imagination can see
and believe the Prophesy
in Proverbs 29:18 for eternity.
This vision was ordained and then birthed
and would indeed reach the 4 corners of the earth.
To touch the lives of many
and the author did not receive one penny.
You see, she did not do it for money or fame
but it was a calling to claim,
her royal presence helping those who hear sustain
their walk in this truth aright, shinning her light
and she wrote it all down, concise.
Only TMH plans would exceed the words upon the lines
because she was already chosen to climb
to the forefront and lead
shared wisdom and knowledge would be her planted seed
into the hearts of all those who would hear and take heed
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and no, she would have no need, to plead
they would hear the Lords hands upon her speech that would succeed
the false imagery of whom we should be
like helpmates, being quiet and dressing modestly.
There are those who would assist her to make the decisions
to bring forth her dream with precision
as a surgeon’s incision
and a math problems division
this is not a collision
although it has had its pitfalls.
This dynasty is still standing tall
and sculptured into a platform of communication
that builds our creations
and renews our Nation
through the T2 lessons and nights at the movies
with popcorn and smoothies
or maybe talent show Tuesday.
There is always something to glean
even when you get cut, it is to clean
and help you to wash away the pain
allowing you to gain
growth and endurance.
Remember Habakkuk 2 verse 3
She has laid the groundwork for us to be Revolutionary
Divided we fall
and hinders the call
as a blockage, a wall
So we must come together, not individually, but all.
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Giving honor, respect, and elevation
to the woman we call Mother
and thank her for opening up this path to smother
us all in the love and unity to build a sisterhood
that the world has not yet understood
from us, Gods people chosen
yet we will stand firm, as in frozen
and prayerfully do our parts
to keep the scribing in your journal growing, receiving new starts
to pathways you did not see coming but deserve all in a nook
because you included the sisters on the pages of your notebook.
It is truly an honor to be a part of it all and that is our desire.
You have sewn the Fruits First that allows a Feast to transpire
through understanding , learning and Godly attire.
Following and leading by example
Thank you, Mama, for a lifetime subscription that never needs to be canceled
but can be renewed over and over again
Lords Will this be the plan
to exercise our Faith
in moving forward in this marathon that is not a race.
All praises To The Most High
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